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JPENIXA
- NOTICEr(yIO_LATION.-

'

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation ' Docket No. 50-271e

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station' \ License No. DPR-28

>y _
5As a result of the inspection conducted on July 6 30, 1082, and in accordance

with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR 2, Appendix C), 47 FR 9987 (March 9,
1982), the'fo71owing violation was identified:

Technical S'pecification 6.5.B requires that radiation protection
procedures be. prepared and maintained to implement the requirements of 10'

-- CFR 20./ Proctdure AP 0503, " Establishing and Posting Controlled Areas",
was. prepared pursuant to the requirements of Techaical Specification
6.5.B. AP 0503 defines " hot spots" within radiation areas and specifies

__ posting requirements for these " hot spots" which include a sticker,
annotated wita the radiation dose rate.

- Contrary to the above, during a routine radiation survey on July 14,
1982, the inspector identified a defined " hot spot" radiation area on the

' section of the Main Steam Drain line located above the Torus Catwalk
(Reactor Building 250 foot elevation - West) that read 250 mrem /hr on
contact, 100 mrem /hr at 12 inches,'but was not posted and annotated por
AP 0503.s

This is a Severity Level V Violation (Supplement IV.E).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.202, Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Corporation of Vernon, Vermont, is hereby required to submit to this office '

within thirty days of the date of the Notice, a written statement of
explanation in reply, including: (1) corrective steps which have been taken
and the results achieved; (2) corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations;,and (3) the date when corrective actions will be
completed. Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extend
your response time.
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